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Project Focus

Main focus: observe and analyze relationship between wind speed outside of 

house and pressure change inside the house.

Other factors to consider: temperature, humidity.



Hardware

- BME680 for pressure, temperature, humidity.

- GPS for time information.

- RTC for time information.

- Anemometer for wind speed.



Data Acquisition Program

Snippets of pseudo-code:
// Specify the connected pin number on the Arduino board

const int sensor_pin = ##; 

// Launch the sensor

sensor.begin(sensor_pin); 

// Set operating parameters.
sensor set Setting 1;
sensor set Setting 2;
…

// Exception handling
IF sensor_not_working:
   restart after problem fixed
END IF

 
Asks the sensor to perform measurement

 
Save recorded data.

 



Data Acquisition Program

Snippets of pseudo-code:
Synchronize RTC and GPS
SET timestamp1
Do the measurement
WRITE RTC hour, minute, second (Synchronized to GPS at the start)
WRITE Arduino time (millisecond)

 
WHILE current_time – timestamp1 < 100ms
   do nothing and wait
END WHILE

 Snippets of output file:
Data written below has such format:
hour(UTC), minute, second, millisecond
Temperature(°C), pressure(hPa), humidity(%)
Wind speed voltage (0.4V ~ 2V)

 
20,22,23,0
19.40,996.12,45.67

1.12 
…



Data Acquisition Program

Initial Problem:

- SD file corruption



Data Taking

Took data at Professor Gollin’s house for approximately one and a half hour.

Total of nine devices.

Two devices attached with anemometers placed outside of the house.

Seven devices placed at various locations inside the house.



Data Taking
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Data Analysis



Data Analysis



Calibration Graph range



Plotting Example



Pressure Calibration



Pressure Calibration



Temperature Calibration



Temperature Calibration



Calibration Result



Wind speed vs time 



Pressure Inside - Wind speed No.1



Pressure Inside - Wind speed No.2



dP/dt Example



dP/dt all



dP/dt No.7 - Wind speed No.1



dP/dw



Conclusion

Our analysis probably lacks both accuracy and universality, provided that there’s only 9 sets of 

data taken at mere 1 place in 1 day due to our limited hardware setup and sample size. 

Therefore, our data is not sufficient or accurate enough to show any observable pressure gradient 

to support our pressure - wind speed correlation, so further study and experimenting is 

recommended to draw convincing conclusion to the matter.


